
Exploring Mobile
Learning

About
Mindgrub Technologies LLC was founded in 2002 by a former 
High School Math and Computer Science teacher turned 
technologist during the height of the dot-com boom.   Mindgrub 
fuses technology with a training development process to create 
mobile, social and web applications that focus on the end user 
experience.  Our consultants are experts in  their field and will 
recommend solutions and assist you with your next project.  

Contact Us
640 Frederick Rd 
Baltimore MD 21228
1.855.MINDGRB
www.mindgrub.com
info@mindgrub.com

FoUndEd by A tEAChEr, MindgrUb is on thE 
CUtting EdgE oF iMproving EdUCAtion And 
KnowLEdgE trAnsFEr. 

Mindgrub fuses rich interactive software applications with 
training and learning development processes to create both 
captivating content and cutting-edge instructional systems. 
Since the late 90’s, we have been developing instructional 
systems for the web, specializing in enterprise system 
development and innovating through gamification and 
mobile apps. Mindgrub has collaborated on virtual classroom 
environments, from simple discussion groups, to portals 
with video conferencing and desktop sharing capabilities. We 
focus on the digital classroom from the teacher and student’s 
perspective.

MobiLE LEArning
Utilizing smartphone learning can engage students in a 
medium they’re constantly interacting with, turning the 
student’s mobile device into a teaching tool.

ELEArning
We strive to maximize knowledge distribution and 
learning in a variety of engaging web formats.  

MobiLE gAMing
The iOS and Android platforms account for approximately 
thirty-four percent of revenues on all portable games. As 
smartphone and tablet sales increase, the opportunity 
to use those platforms for education continues to grow.  
Location-based and social experience gaming is the next 
natural step in mobile gaming. 

EdUCAtion pErForMAnCE visUALizAtion

LEArning MAnAgEMEnt systEMs (LMs)

gAMiFiCAtion

LoCAtion-bAsEd gAMing

soCiAL ExpEriEnCE gAMing

JUst-in-tiME KnowLEdgE systEMs

intEgrAtEd LEArning EnvironMEnts

who are we?
wE ArE digitAL EdUCAtion soLUtionEErs
The Mindgrub team are recognized developers, designers, 
speakers and authors who develop the best solutions for 
mobile learning and gaming systems. Our team includes 
experts in developing custom Learning Management 
Systems (LMS) using SCORM and AICC standards. We 
strive to maximize knowledge distribution and educate 
our team in a variety of engaging formats. 

solutions



voA goEnglish
Mobile Learning

Contracted by voA, Mindgrub 
created iphone and Andriod apps 
for Chinese, Farsi and russian 
speakers looking to learn about  
American culture and English as 
spoken in the United states. the 
app is ideal for self study, with 
access to multimedia English 
lessons and voA’s popular 
discussion forums. 

www.goenglish.me

wE’rE not AFrAid to gEt oUr hAnds dirty. 
We design, create, and maintain our own state-of-the-art Internet 2.0 and 3.0 technologies. We’re industry leaders—we maximize 
the potential of the latest technologies, and we specialize in mobile applications, social media integration, learning management 
systems, eLearning, instant knowledge transfer and location based experiences. 

Case studies

Edualizer®
Performance Visualization Software

this Mindgrub product utilizes 
a robust, dynamic and flexible 
framework for visualizing student 
performance data. Charts include 
mapping, performance graphs and 
the proprietary radar view, where 
student outcomes are matrixed 
against Myers-briggs career 
objectives. 

www.edualizer.com

scuba Adventures
Mobile Learning , Mobile Gaming

recognizing social mobile gaming 
as an emerging hot topic, zaptoys 
reached out to Mindgrub to 
brainstorm new game ideas for 
discovery Kids’ international 
audience. Mindgrub developed 
scuba Adventures, a mobile game 
that educates players on water 
ecosystems and the creatures that 
live in those systems.

www.zachandhaley.com

UdLinks
Mobile Learning, Gamification

Just-in-time Knowledge System 

Mindgrub designed and created 
a mobile application, as well as 
a interactive Flash application, 
for the howard County board of 
Education. UdLinks is a Just-in-
time resource for teachers and 
learning professional to access 
Universal design of Learning 
content and activities.

www.marylandpublicschools.org

Curiosityville
eLearning, Gamification, Education 

Performance Visualization, Learning 

Management System

Mindgrub developed and designed 
Flash games for children to play 
and learn with Curiosityville’s fun 
and loveable characters.  Mindgrub 
also built a custom LMs that was 
designed by Curiosityville to 
track children’s engagement in an 
uniquely personalized learning 
environment, and developed 
data visualizations for parents to 
view their child’s progress in ten 
different learning areas.

www.curiosityville.com

Egenio
Integrated Learning Environment

Mindgrub designed and developed 
egenios pioneering eLearning 
product, which integrates 
classroom management with 
easy to use web tools. egenio 
helps educators track Lesson and 
Assignments, manage gradebooks 
and much more. teachers and 
students can communicate and 
collaborate in real time, enhancing 
classroom activity & productivity.

www.egenio.com


